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Location – Good Morning I am C. Embree and this is my husband Sherm and we are 
pleased to be here today to talk about our wood lot  
- we are pretty enthusiastic about the woods.   
-we are located on the south shore of NS between Shelburne and Liverpool; 
We have 500 acres – stretching across a small peninsula between the Sable River  and 
Johnson’s Pond  Beach] --- classified as Coastal Boreal Forest 
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- And while the soil is thin, [glacial moraine, bedrock, burn in 1900] The location 
seems to have some advantages:   - fog, salt air, temperate coastal range  - The trees 
stay healthy, no serious insect infestations, no extreme frosts – no floods or drought   
I want to mention Historical Use briefly  – because the ownership and the care of 
woodlots in N.S. has always had a lot to do with family values and life style of the 
Nova Scotian -- In my grandfather’s time: 
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The wood lot was very Important  to  the lifestyle and the income of families who 
choose to live in Nova Scotia – this was true 200 year ago and it’s true today and just 
might be true in 100 years - 100 years ago it was   Important in 2 ways –
[1] supplement income – a little wood was sold to the pulp mills but the wood lot 

took care of important needs –the house was heated, food  was cooked, game was 
provided , dories were build to sustain the family  
[2]  having a woodlot supported a certain chosen life style  –here in coastal villages 
were those who did  not move away to fish out west – did not  leave for the states   --
actually enjoyed hard work- out doors woods work - striving to find  ways to make it 
pay a little; yes - struggles – took fishing, farming and forestry to survive  but a much 
loved life style
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Now moving to my Father’s generation  – Having the wood lot enabled him to have 
early retirement – to sell his business and return to his ancestral village – – gardening, 
caring for elderly parents and learning about forest management, –
Gov was Developing Support Programs at the time – Dad embraced the  silviculture
program which  assisted him in drawing up a  Woodlot Management Plan. This led to 
work to improving hauling roads, harvesting wood and establishing the Christmas 
tree lot . 
So – now – my generation – returning from teaching and raising a family in Hlfx and in 
Ottawa -- able to return to the family land – healthy active retirement years
see   Common Thread here – and it is the lifestyle of the Nova Scotian –the love of 

the land – the walking – the freedom – exercise – game for food- firewood - - peace 
of mind found in the woods and near the water – game -- this is why 72% of  the 
forests of Nova Scotia still privately owned and are well cared for – Yes they provide  
limited  income – but are valued as a way of life – committed to  this lifestyle – walk –
family outings – family work projects - work hard to care for the forests – some 
woodlots provide  a full income and some a supplementary income – This large % of 
NS residents who are committed to forest preservation and to the forest industry 
need recognition & support.  Need public to know  - and understand forestry. 
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However – forestry does not always receive public support – the public needs to be 
aware of  the excellent practices that are used in forestry – we need opportunities to 
show people  that best practices are often followed – especially by private wood lot 
owners.
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Sherm and I  find that the best ‘door’ to educating the public  has been through our  
choose & cut Christmas tree lot and the various community members that  have 
come to visit there.   
This community group  is cutting brush tips for making wreathes. We donate brush 
from oversized trees to the sheltered workshop at Shelburne Association Supporting  
Inclusion  - they fill their truck with brush and return to town to make wreathes to sell 
as a fundraiser. 
Other groups of International Students visit us yearly – we have talked about the 
importance of forestry in NS to students from: Brazil, Turkey, Mexico, China, South 
Korea, France – [  ed. By ‘yarnin’]
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And in Nov/Dec – many, many families: families love the experience: there is 
nothing like it for a Christmas outing - not commercial – families in the fresh air 
together;        
most people don’t just come for a tree - they take a walk on one of our trails and 
they ask all kinds of questions 
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School class visits are excellent for teaching our youth .   Every kid is a good kid when 
sitting on a log in the woods  
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Children like to see the tools  and  enjoy seeing how the trees are sheared 
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students are most curious about the cones and seeds and the regen all around.  It 
makes a good impression on the children to see the healthy mix of trees of different 
ages – they are especially impressed when they learn that the trees are self seeding  
- they love breaking cones apart and scattering seeds   [pockets]
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we do take a few trees out to local businesses to sell but mostly we have an 
increasing number of families coming to the lot each year for the experience. 
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As we talk with families, the conversation often comes around to real versus artificial 
trees: many households have tried an artificial over the years; we are converting 
people to ‘real’ Christmas  trees  - lots of yarnin at the camp or beside the  fire & the 
billy boil  kettle– talk/listen   about real versus artificial – ---good material to give out 
– hold up flyer – “Christmas tree council of N.S.”  As families chat by the fire about 
Christmas trees and about forestry we hope they feel a pride in N.S.’s forests and 
their place in our provinces economy.        
People need to know that there are excellent forestry practices that can be used to 
create income all the while preserving the woodlands for future generations -- - and 
for the continuity of the character of the Nova Scotian.   
Sherm will talk now about details of our woodlot management
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I will now talk about our management plans and some example stands showing how 
we are trying to help nature along.
Read Slide.  Show documents.
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Read Slide. 
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Numerous different types of stands with good access. 
Let me show you the  treatments for Stand 4 then for stands 31, 22 and 25.
But let me start with our access and trails to these stands. 
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Roads boundaries, well marked property lines, timber landings on roadsides, trails 
and wood roads between stands, recreational loops and paths, three 
camps / cabins, and the eastern end untouched / protected
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This is a typical page from our forest management plan for stand 4.
It shows three things: the stand location in woodland, a photo of typical cover and 
prescription or treatment recommended.
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Picture shows typical type of forest cover of about half of our woodland: Lots of 
ericaceous plants on infertile, acidic and shallow soils. 
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Barren Bog Swamp, softwood forest cover with mainly black spruce and balsam fir 
with larch in wetter areas.   No Treatment. 
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Stand 31 is our most worked stand from previous generations.
Has a precommercial and commercial treatments done.  Note herring bone hauling 
roads. I made a contract with a local cutter when we last worked this stand.
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It is worked with small equipment now and I have built a corduroy road over a soft 
patch for that gear.  There are other wet patches and a vernal pond within this stand. 
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Current state of stand 31 is almost like a public park but is overstocked and ready for 
a strip cut. 
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I do my own work with bush saw, chain saw, ATV, wagon and hauling cone
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Carman’s Pine stems: Cindy’s father planted these red pine about 1980 near this 
stand.
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I mill them and some other stems for various uses and to make various buildings on 
the woodland. 
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Johnstons Pond camp:  Not all but much of the wood is from our land at this camp 
near Johnston’s Pond at the east end of the woodland.
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Stand 22 makes up a large part of the 100 acres at the eastern end of our woodland.
It has poor access and is beside the Johnston’s Pond which is identified as part of an 
Important Bird Area
NS 004 South Shore (Port Joli Sector). The south side and eastern side of Johnston’s 
Pond belong to the Nature Conservancy of Canada.
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This stand also has been identified within the Species at Risk Act to have rare lichen in 
it. 
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For all these reasons we treat this eastern end of our woodland as protected area. 
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Stand 25 has had several treatments starting with a harvest.  It was followed by 
planting of Black, Norway and Red Spruce and then a crop release aerial spray. 
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This stand is now 80% spruce and ready for PCT, a precommercial thin
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Stand 25 Harvest: Timber landing beside road.
Let me conclude by asking if private woodland owners are capable of implementing 
their forest management plans under the current conditions so we can again sustain 
our families and life style choices?
This is where the Western Woodlot Services Cooperative comes in for many private 
landowners.  They specify treatments, find contractors and markets for us. 
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So in conclusion…
Read Slide.
Thank you for recognition of our woodland with this Woodland Owner of the Year 
Award.  
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